INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BOLA SERIES
GLASS PENDANT

WARNING Risk of fire or electric shock. The installation requires knowledge of LED lighting fixture
electrical systems. If not qualified, do not attempt installation. Contact a qualified electrician.
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1. To ensure the success of the installation, be sure to read these instructions and review the diagram
thoroughly before beginning.

Wire-up
and attach
backplate to J-box

2. All electrical connections must be in accordance with local codes, ordinances or the National
Electrical Code. If you are unfamiliar with methods of installing electrical wiring, secure the services of
a qualified licensed electrician.
3. Before starting the installation, disconnect the power by turning off the circuit breaker or by
removing the fuse at the fuse box. Turning the power off using the light switch is not sufficient to
prevent electrical shock.
NOTE: The important safeguards and instructions appearing in this manual are not meant to cover all
possible conditions and situations that may occur. It must be understood that common sense, caution
and care are factors which cannot be built into any product. These factors must be supplied by the
person(s) caring for and operating the fixture.
Wire the luminaire following the wiring diagram. Use U.L. Listed wire connectors suitable for the
size, type and number of conductors. No loose strands or loose wires should be present. Secure the
wire connectors with U.L. listed electrical tape and wire nuts. Restore electricity and check your new
lighting fixture.

Attach driver
to backplate

Cut lamp cord to desired length and
connect to driver output. Use crimp
strain relief.
Leave at least half inch from end of
lamp jacket to strain relief

Insert aircraft cable into
gripper and adjust for height,
cut off excess and leave 1” of
cable out of the exit hole.

Bola single
and double
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Un screw stem from top
of cover plate.
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Screw down stem to
threaded post careful to not
overtighten.

Cover
plate
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Carefully insert LED
assembly into top of glass
opening and pass stem
through the bottom. Lift
cover plate and glass retaining
bracket from threaded post and
position retaining bracket under
glass ledge. Allow glass to rest
on bracket.
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Attach bottom cap careful
to not overtighten. If
assembling dual glass Bola,
make sure silicone gasket is
in place and carefully insert
bottom glass and support
with bottom cap.

Glass
retaining
bracket

Silicone gasket
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Center bracket in
opening and slide down
cover plate.

Bottom cap

WIRING DIAGRAM

Standard wiring with 0-10V dimming
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WARNING: Connecting 0-10V wires to line voltage will void warranty!

Emergency Backup wiring with 0-10V
dimming
RED/WHITE (+)
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RED OR RED/BLK
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WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/BLACK
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DO NOT MATE CONNECTOR UNTIL INSTALLATION
IS COMPLETE AND AC POWER IS SUPPLIED.
TEST ACCESSORY LEADS-OBSERVE PROPER
POLARITY WIRING.

DRIVER (+)
PURPLE
GRAY

0-10V DIMMING (cap if not used)

